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ABSTRACT
Developers spend a significant portion of their time searching for solutions and methods online. While numerous tools have been developed to support this exploratory process, in many cases the answers to developers’ questions involve trade-offs among multiple valid options and not just a single solution. Through interviews, we discovered that developers express a desire for help with decision-making and understanding trade-offs. Through an analysis of Stack Overflow posts, we observed that many answers describe such trade-offs. These findings suggest that tools designed to help a developer capture information and make decisions about trade-offs can provide crucial benefits for both the developers and others who want to understand their design rationale. In this work, we probe this hypothesis with a prototype system named Unakite that collects, organizes, and keeps track of information about trade-offs and builds a comparison table, which can be saved as a design rationale for later use. Our evaluation results show that Unakite reduces the cost of capturing tradeoff-related information by 45%, and that the resulting comparison table speeds up a subsequent developer’s ability to understand the trade-offs by about a factor of three.
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INTRODUCTION
Developers spend a significant portion of their time searching the web for answers [16, 60]. Past HCI and software engineering research supporting developers’ foraging has focused on helping developers find a specific solution such as example code [56, 15, 55] and API documentation [64, 60], integrating it into one’s own code [50, 70], and linking it back to the source [15, 50]. However, for many programming problems, there is no single correct solution – instead, there are many valid possible options (each with different trade-offs), and the decision comes down to how well each option matches the developer’s goals [52, 28, 57, 54, 42, 59, 43]. For decision problems such as picking a JavaScript library to build websites, choosing an encryption algorithm to hash users’ passwords, or seemingly straightforward ones like how to draw a blue circle on a web page, there is more than one good answer and trade-offs exist among all of the valid alternatives. For example, when picking a deep learning framework, Tensorflow [11] (with its top-notch performance and scalability) may be more suitable for building large commercial AI systems, while a more approachable framework like PyTorch [10] may be a better choice for small academic projects and experiments.

As the number of frameworks, libraries, languages, and patterns increases [7, 8, 9], evidence about the trade-offs often needs to be collected across many competing information sources (e.g., documentation sites, blog posts, and discussion threads), and synthesized so that the developer can make an informed decision. Currently, this is a challenging process since there are high costs involved in capturing content, maintaining its provenance (its source), and synthesizing it with other content (that may very well be in different formats and structures) in a way that helps the developer to make a decision. For example, one developer in our formative study reported exactly these problems when copy-and-pasting relevant information into a Google Doc while deciding between using React [24] or Angular [30] to build her personal website.

This issue is compounded when later developers try to use the initial developers’ code and discover that they need to understand why and how the original decision was made. Without proper documentation, it is hard for subsequent readers to figure out the context of the decision space: what options were considered, what criteria or constraints should be met, what the resulting trade-offs are, and what was deemed to be the most important and why. Indeed, understanding such design rationale is cited as one of the hardest questions for developers to answer about unfamiliar code [40, 63, 41].
In needs-finding interviews with 15 developers, we found that they expressed a desire for help with decision making and understanding others’ design rationale when presented with decision problems involving multiple trade-offs. Next, we analyzed Stack Overflow (SO) questions, which revealed that many answers on SO contain information describing such trade-offs. These findings indicate that there are potential benefits to tools that help developers capture information, make decisions, and save the context for future reference.

To investigate the validity of this hypothesis, we built a prototype system called Unakite\(^1\) as a plugin for the Chrome browser. Unakite reduces the costs of capturing and organizing information about trade-offs, and persists this information so that it can serve as the design rationale. To reduce the burden on developers, Unakite provides these capabilities while the user is searching and browsing. Unakite is named after a pink and green semi-precious stone, and stands for “Users Need Accelerators for Knowledge for Implementations in Technology Environments”. It enables developers to easily collect content from any web page into an information repository. The amassed information is organized in a tabular format (which we selected based on evidence from our formative studies) that crystallizes the trade-offs among various solutions in situ. The resulting organizational structures are automatically preserved and can be shared to support collaboration, documentation, and integration with code through comments.

We evaluated how well Unakite can support participants in collecting and organizing information about trade-offs as well as in understanding such gathered content. Compared to using Google Docs to build and maintain a comparison table, Unakite reduces the overhead cost of capturing tradeoff-related information by 45%. Compared to just going through unstructured information on a set of web pages, participants using Unakite were able to understand trade-offs involved in previously-made decisions about three times faster.

The primary contributions described in this paper include:
- formative studies showing developers’ needs for support with decision-making,
- Unakite, a novel system that reduces the costs of capturing and organizing online information and preserves the knowledge as design rationale, and
- an evaluation of Unakite through two controlled studies that offer insights into its usability, usefulness, and effectiveness.

RELATED WORK

Programming Support Tools for Finding Information

Many previous systems attempt to help developers find a specific piece of information. For example, tools like Mica [64],

---

\(^1\)Unakite is available at [https://unakite.info](https://unakite.info)
Assieme [33], and Libra [56] improve existing general-purpose search engines by concentrating programming-specific information to help developers locate the most relevant API choices or other resources; BluePrint [15] and Seahawk [55] mined software repositories and online Q&A forums to form example-centric code searches; and CodeOn [19, 20] explores the possibility of offloading the search and problem-solving job to remote helpers. Other systems keep track of the sources that developers use to support going back to them [64, 15]. However, theories and empirical work have long pointed out that finding relevant information is just the first step [58, 69] in such complex sensemaking tasks. Unlike previously mentioned systems, Unakite focuses on helping developers collect and synthesize relevant information into structured knowledge, which is arguably the next important step towards an actual understanding of the decision space [31].

**Design Rationale In Software Engineering**

Prior research has identified that understanding the intent and rationale for why code was done in a particular way is one of the hard-to-answer questions for developers [40, 63, 41]. LaToza et al. [39] suggested that developers often try to understand the reasons behind surprising decisions by deducing the possible motivating requirements and criteria. Ko et al. [38] reported that developers frequently speculate about the correctness and legitimacy of a decision, and that they often wish to see the alternatives and their trade-offs that were considered.

Despite the prevalence of the problem, effective support for understanding decisions in programming is still considered an open question. LaToza et al. [40] suggested that while some of the questions could be tackled by changing and testing the code itself, the majority of design decision questions are difficult to answer in this fashion due to their non-functional nature. Asking colleagues and teammates might help ease the underlying concern about design decisions, alternatives, and criteria that are nearly impossible to test [41], but often the original designers are not available. Unakite addresses this problem by keeping track of the initial developers’ decision making trails in a structured way so that it provides a springboard and a consistent narrative for later code readers to easily resurrect and assimilate the author’s original design rationale.

**Code Comments & Documentation**

Comments serve to improve source code readability, and are considered valuable for code understanding and maintenance [25, 65], which suggests that they are good locations for documenting the rationale behind code decisions [40]. However, it is well-known that developers do not like to write comments (even if they are simple) [66, 51], and do not trust comments to be up-to-date [26]. Another recent idea is to permit developers to annotate software projects with rich media like pictures and audio [45] as the design rationale, which may reduce the cost of authoring them and increase their usefulness.

However, the fundamental challenge remains – it is both time and effort intensive for a developer to document their decisions with little immediate payoff. Not only is the payoff in the future (which discounts its value [27]), it is also largely for the benefit of others, with uncertainty about whether it will be valuable, relevant, or even comprehensible. Unakite addresses this challenge for at least a certain class of decisions by leveraging the initial developers’ decision making process: as developers use the web to search for information, they are incentivized to use a tool that helps them easily keep track of the trade-offs between various options, thereby externalizing their thought processes [22] into a structured form that is useful for decision-making and serves as documentation for later use. Unakite does not currently address the issue of comments going stale, but even if they do, we feel it may be useful for developers to at least know the original design rationale.

There is a recent trend in the research community of trying to automate the generation of various kinds of documentation, such as rationales, commit messages, and release notes [44, 21, 48]. Alkadhi et al. proposed to automatically extract rationale elements by analyzing IRC messages of development teams [13]. However, these approaches rely heavily on the analysis of existing example documentation and often suffer in accuracy and quality. In contrast, Unakite encourages developers to voluntarily keep track of their decision-making processes, which provides more accurate and organized documentation.

**Making Sense of Online Information**

To help people better make sense of online information, systems like Hunter Gather [61], Dontcheva et al.’s web summarization tool [23], Google Notebook [3], and CheatSheet [67, 68] enable users to collect snippets of content from web pages and later combine them into a single document for easy access and sharing (in [23]’s case, the snippets are algorithmically summarized by combining user labeling and layout presets). Unakite draws from and builds upon this prior work while taking a different approach in terms of organizing by: 1) giving users the complete control of what and how evidence is collected, organized, and presented; and 2) enabling and encouraging users to quickly structure information about trade-offs as they are searching and browsing.

Kittur et al.’s characterization of the costs and benefits of structuring information during sensemaking processes [36, 37], Chang et al.’s system on highlighting content with force touch on mobile phones [17] and other prior work [32, 46] suggest that interactions for collecting and structuring information while browsing need to be quick, intuitive, and low-cost without taxing users with too much cognitive workload. This insight, in particular, guided the design of Unakite, where we iterated to identify the most natural and lightweight interactions for capturing and structuring snippets, such as selecting text, drawing bounding boxes, and dragging-and-dropping.

**FORMATIVE INVESTIGATION**

To gain deeper insights into the barriers developers are facing about trade-offs, we performed two formative studies.

**Interview Study**

First, we conducted a series of needs-finding interviews with developers to understand how they currently collect and manage information about trade-offs in programming.

**Methodology**

Participants were a convenience sample of 15 developers (11 male, 4 female) recruited through social media listings and
mailing lists. To capture a variety of processes, we chose 5 professional software developers, 2 doctoral students, and 8 master students. While we do not claim that this sample is representative of all developers, the interviews were very informative and helped motivate the design of Unakite.

We began by asking how frequently participants made decisions about trade-offs when programming. We then explored how they manage these situations. We asked the participants to provide context by reviewing their browser histories and code bases to cue their recollections while retrospectively describing recent projects or problems. We solicited their workflows, strategies, mental models, frustrations, and needs. Finally, we wrapped up with questions probing their experience with understanding programming decisions made by other developers.

The interviews were conducted either in our research lab or remotely by three of the authors and lasted around 30 minutes each. They were recorded and then transcribed. The first author went through the transcripts and coded them using an open coding approach [18], which include discussions with the research team. Our key findings are presented below.

Results
Making decisions about trade-offs is frequent in programming. Almost all programming tasks described by participants involved some level of decision-making that required them to choose among options. In fact, 13 out of 15 said that they were frequently swamped with exploring multiple possible options while trying to compare them based on various criteria, such as the trade-offs among optimization methods when training neural nets (e.g., “stochastic gradient descent”, “augmented Lagrangian”, etc.) (P9) and the balance between cost and performance when picking cryptographic algorithms to protect users’ sensitive information (P13).

Participants’ browsing patterns and mental models for capturing trade-offs evolve as they dig deeper into the decision space, with a common representation being a comparison table. When approaching decision-making problems like picking a JavaScript framework to build a web application (P10), developers generally expected to find a quick-fix style solution at the beginning of their searching process. At this stage, they tended to only curate a short list of solutions that fitted their initial constraints as they queued each in a different browser tab for later reference, without pondering much about the advantages and disadvantages of each. As they dug deeper into the decision space (sometimes voluntarily doing due diligence to investigate multiple options before committing to something permanent (P4, P7), and other times because the previous solution they tried failed), they started to discover new options, criteria, and trade-offs that they were unaware of before. This naturally prompted them to go back to their earlier findings and make comparisons. As reported, their mental models at this stage quickly evolved into a comparison table, with its entries being filled according to information about whether an option satisfied a particular criterion. These findings prompted us to further analyze the applicability of tabular formats in synthesizing the trade-offs in programming problems, which we discuss in the next section.

No matter how organized their tabular mental models might become in the end, most participants reported that their exploration was inherently non-linear and tangled – there was no set pattern that was followed to acquire all the relevant information they needed. For example, as they went through web pages, they discovered new evidence, which in turn drove them to search for or go back to a previous page to read in detail about another option or criterion that they previously missed. This back-and-forth sensemaking process becomes particularly challenging, as evidence is often spread across different web pages on different browser tabs, each with different formats and structures. Additionally, participants often do not realize that there are various trade-offs between options until they dig deeper into the decision space, at which point they are already overloaded with information and lost in browser tabs, and it is hard for them to recall, search for, or go back to previously missed content to fill in the blanks in their mental table. These findings prompted us to offer various features in Unakite to help developers go back to previously visited content such as automatically keeping track of the source URL and the scroll position when collecting information.

Both making decisions and understanding them later are difficult and cognitively demanding, and developers expressed a strong desire for tool support. 8 out of 15 said they used general-purpose tools and methods like taking notes in Google Docs or using a web clipper (such as that provided by Evernote) and reported problems such as: a high cost associated with collecting content (P7: “...copy-pasting is just too much work, and I lose all the styling; while Evernote clipper clips the entire page, which is equivalent to not saving anything at all [because] I’d have to re-find it later.”); maintaining provenance (P15: “...whenever I save something, I always forget to also save the URL [of the source].”); synthesizing the new with existing content (P9: “Evernote dumps everything I clip into a list of notes. There’s no way for me to organize them.”); and guiding their exploration processes (P1: “...sometimes there’s just so much [evidence to find] that I often don’t have a clue about what I’m supposed to search next.”). Additionally, participants reported that another disadvantage of using Google Docs or other applications like Evernote is that they must switch to another browser tab or application to access and organize their collected information. Such frequent context switches are tedious and have been shown to harm developers’ productivity [29, 34, 47]. These findings inspired us to help developers easily externalize their mental models when they are searching and browsing, by providing an easier method of tracking and deciding among available options.

Almost half (7/15) of the participants admitted that they do not document their decisions anywhere. An additional three said that they would only record important source URLs in code comments. Interestingly, participants also discussed the difficulties in code comprehension, particularly when trying to understand code written by others that involved unexpected decisions. They attributed the frustrations primarily to being unable to uncover the context of the decisions and the original trade-offs, and fearing they might accidentally violate important yet hidden constraints that guided the original decision, which is congruent with prior research [38, 39]. This
motivated Unakite to automatically keep track of the initial developer’s decision making trails as the design rationale, unlike prior work where developers are forced to manually create documentation of decisions after they are made [51, 66].

Analysis of Stack Overflow
Stack Overflow (SO) is an important tool for answering programming questions, and participants cited it as their most frequently visited resource. Given this motivation, we undertook an analysis to assess the proportion of questions on SO which capture trade-offs among multiple options and to determine if the tabular format identified in the interviews is indeed an appropriate structure for synthesizing these trade-offs.

We utilized two sets of posts for this analysis. First, we queried the 50 most viewed questions. We were concerned about this sampling method as it may only represent a narrow set of topics which happen to be the most popular, whereas the average developer may have more niche interests [14]. To obtain a sample of questions with a variety of topics that may be more representative of the interests of the general population, we collected another 90 questions by querying for posts created on a particular day which contained three or more answers. Through manual analysis and construction of comparison tables using spreadsheets, we found that the trade-offs contained in 88% of the 50 most-viewed and 49% of the 90 general population questions along with their answers could be reasonably organized into tables. In fact, we found that some answers already included tables to summarize the trade-offs among the options, e.g., [1, 2]. Together with the results from the interviews, these findings motivated the design of Unakite’s organization features that let users synthesize information about trade-offs into comparison tables.

Summary of Design Goals
Led by our formative studies findings and prior research, we hypothesize that an effective interface for decision making about trade-offs while searching and browsing should support:

- **Scaffolding**: helping developers form systematic models when approaching decision making problems with trade-offs.
- **Lightweight interactions**: reducing the cost of collecting and organizing content so that the entry barriers for developers to use the tool are low.
- **Summarization**: helping developers synthesize and summarize different pieces of content together and manage them, as suggested by prior work [73, 72, 49].
- **Contextualization**: enabling developers to recreate the context from which information snippets were collected and copied for better sensemaking [53, 62, 58].

**UNAKITE**
Guided by the design goals above, Unakite enables developers (both experienced and novice) to easily collect any content from any web page into **snippets** (pieces of information) and organize them by **options**, **criteria**, and **evidence** as they are searching and browsing the web, and thereby keep track of their decision-making trails for later reference. Unakite is an extension to the Chrome Web browser and a web application.

We first illustrate the experience of using Unakite by describing a sample usage scenario that embodies many of the use cases identified in our formative studies.

The Unakite User Experience
Sara, a junior professional developer, is tasked with writing Python code to handle matrix calculations for her company. As the code will be used in production, she wants to determine the best way to represent matrices using numpy [4] before starting the implementation. She decides to use Unakite to help her stay organized during her exploration process. Sara logs into Unakite, enables it on her current web pages, brings out the Unakite sidebar (Figure 1-e), and selects “Create a new task”, entering “how to represent matrices in numpy” as the task name. Next, she starts a Google search on this topic.

As she goes through the search results, she comes across an SO page about the differences between numpy matrix and numpy array. She then quickly collects text describing both numpy matrix and numpy array into the task snippet repository by just selecting the text and clicking the “Save to U” button that pops up (Figure 1-a1). The collected snippets immediately appear under the “Uncategorized” tab (Figure 1-c).

Continuing on, she comes across several criteria that seem to be good standards to evaluate which of the two options she just discovered is better. For example, she thinks that “having a convenient notation for matrix multiplication like a*b” is essential for the readability of the code. Therefore, Sara collects those criteria using the same mechanism.

As the number of collected snippets gets larger, Sara decides to quickly organize them by simply dragging and dropping each snippet into the comparison table (automatically created along with the task) above the snippet repository in the sidebar (Figure 1-b). For example, she drags numpy matrix into one of the row headers as an option (e.g., a possible solution to solve the task). After a basic table structure is laid out, she realizes that an optimal method should not be deprecated in the future, so she clicks the blue “plus” button to create a new column and types in “having long-term support” as a new criterion. As it’s not one of her immediate concerns, she drags that column to the last one in the table.

To save a section of the SO page that compares the two options in terms of the criteria she just collected, Sara uses the **snapshot** feature (holding the Option / Alt key and using the
mouse to drag on screen) to draw a bounding box around that section (Figure 1-a2). Instead of clicking the “Save to U” button to save it as a snippet and then drag it into the table (which she certainly can), Sara uses the teleport feature (Figure 2) by clicking on one of the rating icons in the corresponding table cells to directly save the snapshot as a snippet and use it as a piece of evidence. For example, she gives `numpy matrix` a “thumbs-up” (positive rating) for “having a convenient notation for matrix multiplication like `a*b`” and `numpy array` a “thumbs-down” (negative rating) for “having built-in support for inverse and other matrix operations”. Alternatively, developers could also label a snippet as “informational” if it does not have a positive or negative effect on their decision (Figure 1-f1,f2,f3).

After filling up the table with options, criteria, and ratings (evidence), Sara now feels clear that `numpy matrix` should be the better choice, so she clicks the green “Choose this option” button (Figure 1-b1) next to that option to indicate it was chosen. She wants to document her decision in the company’s internal documentation site. The table she organized, along with all the information snippets she collected, is automatically preserved by Unakite for the current task. She clicks the “Open task detail page” button to open the task in the Unakite dashboard web app, copies the URL from the address bar, and pastes it into her code documentation with “Here’s how I decided to choose `numpy matrix`:

A year later, Larry comes in and reads the code along with the Unakite table that Sara created. He glances the ratings and checks the evidence snippets by mousing over the rating icons. He quickly understands Sara’s decision, and realizes the opportunity to switch to using a `numpy array` since now the code needs to be able to perform vector operations in arbitrary dimensions and be supported in the long term, both of which are criteria that Sara identified previously.

**Detailed Design**

We now discuss how the different features in Unakite support the design goals listed previously.

**Scaffolding**

Unakite provides developers with scaffolding when managing decision making tasks that involve trade-offs by offering the “Option-Criterion-Evidence” (OCE) framework as illustrated in the example scenario. A user can create as many tasks as desired, where typically each task represents a different decision. For each task, the information is organized in a tabular format (Figure 1-b) where options are the row headers, criteria are the column headers, and pieces of evidence are spread across the rest of the cells.

We provide this framework for several reasons. As mentioned in the interview study results, developers’ mental model for capturing trade-offs is similar, but less organized, to that described in this framework. Formalizing it provides a concrete framing for developers to think about decisions in a structured way that they are already familiar with. Another aim of providing this structured framework is to encourage developers to think about trade-offs from the start to avoid the unnecessary frustrations later on (as described in the interview results).

**Lightweight Interactions**

Unakite offers various lightweight interactions to collect information and organize them according to the OCE framework. It provides two intuitive ways to collect any content from any web page. The first is selecting the desired content using the cursor in the normal way, and then clicking the “Save to U” button that pops up (Figure 1-a1). Another way to collect large pieces of information (code snippets that span multiple lines, columns or sub-sections of tables, pictures, etc.) is to use the snapshot feature: drawing a bounding box around the desired content (Figure 1-a2 and Figure 2) and clicking the “Save to U” button. These interactions are carefully designed based on developers’ natural habits of copying-and-pasting content and links and taking screenshots without introducing an extra cognitive load of learning a new interaction, and thereby reducing the starting cost for developers to use Unakite.

Unlike previous tools where information was saved either in pure text format [37, 36] or as raw HTML without CSS styling [71], Unakite combines the best of both copying-and-pasting and taking screenshots by capturing, saving and later showing the content of a snippet with its original styling and including the rich, interactive multimedia objects supported by HTML, like images and links. This feature makes the content in snippets more understandable and useful, and also helps developers quickly recognize a particular snippet among many others in the repository by its appearance. Typically, developers will include example code in the snippets as copied from SO and other sources, and Unakite is careful to preserve the formatting of the code, so it can later be copy-and-pasted into the user’s code once a decision to use it has been made.

The collected snippets will be displayed in the current tasks’ snippet repository (Figure 1-c), which serves as a container that holds all the collected snippets in the form of snippet cards (Figure 1-d). One of the benefits of having this repository is that it serves as an information buffer between the web and the comparison table: as recommended by Kittur et al. [37], a “two-stage” model in which information is first saved and then organized, results in a better “structured information space”.

To solve the problem of frequent context switches (identified in the interview study), Unakite brings the ability to access and organize collected information directly into the browser tab that the developer is currently using – Unakite provides a sidebar (inspired by [67, 68]) on the right side of the current window (Figure 1-e) containing the comparison table (Figure 1-b) and the aforementioned snippet repository. There are several major advantages for developers using the Unakite sidebar. It serves as a comprehensive dashboard that contains both the collected information and the ability to organize them into comparison tables (discussed later in detail) all in a small footprint. Unlike PlayByPlay [71] in which the sidebar lives in a part of the browser UI, Unakite’s sidebar is directly injected into the DOM tree and therefore can provide rich interactions with the original web page. The sidebar can be toggled in and out like a drawer using the keyboard shortcut `Ctrl + ` (backtick) or using the “Open/Closed Unakite Sidebar” button on the bottom right of the window. When it opens, it automa-
Once a snippet is selected (showing a red border), its locations in the table are highlighted.

“rate” a snippet as either a positive (shown as a “thumbs-up” rating icon, see Figure 1-f1), negative (shown as a “thumbs-down” rating icon, see Figure 1-f2), or informational (shown as an “info” rating icon, see Figure 1-f3) piece of evidence. Moreover, a snippet can be reused as the evidence in multiple cells. Selecting a snippet (by clicking on it, see Figure 3) in the snippet repository will reveal its location(s) in the comparison table, and selecting an icon in the table opens the corresponding snippet in the repository.

There are two additional shortcuts to put snippets directly into a table. To collect some content as an option or a criterion, one can mouse over the “Save to U” button and click the “Option” or the “Criterion” button (Figure 4) that appears below. This is modeled after the various options for “liking” in Facebook. In addition to collecting the desired content as a snippet, this will automatically create a new row or column in the comparison table. Another shortcut is the teleport feature that Sara used above (Figure 2). These shortcuts are enabled by and add additional benefits to Unakite’s always-available sidebar. Together with the other features described above, users have the flexibility to capture and organize their knowledge in various ways and in any order without needing to follow a preset process.

As illustrated in the example scenario, every Unakite task, including all of its snippets and comparison tables, can be accessed in the Unakite web app via a unique URL in any browser. This makes sharing and keeping track of one’s decision easier and more powerful: developers can choose to share the link to a task via email to their friends and colleagues to show how and why the decision was made, and the link can be embedded in documentation or comments in code, preserving the actual trade-offs and design rationale in addition to where any example code was copied from.

**Summarization**

Unakite introduces several levels of summarization to help developers manage and digest information.

The comparison table provides a high-level summary of the decision making space and the trade-offs among various options. It offers a clear and glanceable picture of the advantages and disadvantages of each option through the “thumbs-up” and “thumbs-down” rating icons without having to expose the nitty-gritty details of the evidence content, which is useful both for the developer making the decision and later code readers, as shown in the example scenario. Additionally, it serves as a presentation of one’s exploration progress that helps users understand which part of the decision space has been explored and which has not (revealed in the interview studies as an important clue developers need when exploring multiple options). For example, the empty cells in the table provide developers with clues about where they need to focus next.

The individual rating icons provide another level of summary of their corresponding supporting evidence. Unlike in previous summarization tools [73] where contents are recursively summarized into words, Unakite encourages the user to parse out the information in a snippet that captures the relationship between an option and a criterion, and represent them as rating icons. We believe this mechanism can usually capture developers’ information needs of whether an option satisfies a specific criterion, as identified in the formative interviews. One can also manually add a rating leveraging their prior knowledge directly in the table by clicking the “Add a snippet” button on the top right of the table cells, and just type or paste. To dig into the detailed evidence of each rating, users can simply click on those icons in the sidebar tables or mouse over the icons in the Unakite web app to reveal the supporting snippet card.

In addition to the built-in summarization mechanisms above, Unakite also enables users to note down their own summaries in various places. Users can easily edit the snippet title (Figure 1-d1) in the snippet card to be something more summative. For example, for a long snippet that talks about the performance advantages of React [24] over Angular [30], a user may summarize it as “React apps load faster than Angular ones.” There is also a text box in each table cell for users to summarize all the evidence in that cell or keep track of the evidence that cannot easily be captured by rating icons, such as prices and speed. Moreover, one can add comments to snippets (Figure 1-d4), table cells, and tasks about their opinions, thoughts, or the results of their experiments with an option, etc. These were added based on feedback that developers needed more flexibility to add comments and content in many places.

**Contextualization**

Meta information such as the URL of the source web page (Figure 1-d2) and the time of collection (Figure 1-d3) are automatically recorded along with the snippet and displayed on the snippet card in Unakite. Using this feature, developers are able to go back to the web page where a snippet was collected. Unakite will even help developers go back to the exact scroll position where the snippet was collected if possible, saving the extra effort of locating it on a web page. The time when a snippet was collected is especially useful in giving...
We recruited 20 participants (15 male, 5 female) aged 23-37. We carried out a study to evaluate developers' ability to use Unakite to collect and organize information about trade-offs. The participants were required to be 18 or older, to be fluent in English, and to have at least 8.8 years of programming experience, with the longest being around 15 years. 13 participants had on average 8.8 years of programming experience, with the rest having experience in college.

In this study, participants were first presented with two tasks each: (A) how to invoke a function in JavaScript and (B) how to create or update a resource using REST APIs. For each task, they started from scratch without using any information snippets from previous tasks. The study was a between-subjects design, where participants were randomly assigned to either the Unakite or the control condition. In the Unakite condition, participants were given a static web page adapted from a real Stack Overflow page discussing the task topic in each task. Participants were asked to use Unakite to collect and organize information from that single page into a comparison table, and were instructed to inform the researcher when they thought they had finished the task or felt like they could make no further progress. In the control condition, participants were asked to do the same but to build comparison tables using Google Docs instead. We deemed Google Docs as a proper baseline since: 1) it was reported in the formative study as a common tool people use to take notes while making decisions; 2) all participants in this user study were already proficient in using it; 3) compared to other solutions like spreadsheets, it can be easily used to capture richer contexts such as formatted text (example code), images (screenshots of execution results), and links (URLs of documentation and tutorial pages).

All participants were then given a third task in which they were asked to use Unakite to help them understand the trade-offs and make decisions on whatever programming problems they were trying to solve in real life.

Participants in the Unakite condition were given a 10-minute tutorial showcasing the various features of Unakite and a 5-minute practice session before starting. Those in the control condition were given the same tutorial and practice session before the third task. At the end of the study, the researcher conducted a survey and an interview eliciting subjective feedback on the Unakite experience. In particular, participants were asked to list 3 of their favorite features as well as 3 least favorite features or possible improvements of Unakite. The study took about 80 minutes per participant, using a designated MacBook Pro computer with Chrome and Unakite installed. All tasks were screen-recorded for later analysis. All participants were compensated $20 for their time.

**Table 1: Statistics for various Unakite feature usages in Study 1.** Statistics are presented in the form of mean (standard deviation) in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th># manually created snippets / # snippets</th>
<th># options</th>
<th># criteria</th>
<th># ratings</th>
<th># positive ratings</th>
<th># negative ratings</th>
<th># info ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>0.70 (1.34) / 12.10 (3.38)</td>
<td>2.30 (0.67)</td>
<td>2.70 (1.57)</td>
<td>8.80 (4.10)</td>
<td>3.00 (1.89)</td>
<td>1.80 (2.30)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>1.20 (3.16) / 17.50 (4.48)</td>
<td>2.60 (0.52)</td>
<td>4.60 (2.07)</td>
<td>13.20 (4.42)</td>
<td>7.70 (4.08)</td>
<td>2.60 (2.46)</td>
<td>2.90 (2.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>2.00 (3.77) / 18.89 (8.31)</td>
<td>3.74 (1.37)</td>
<td>4.74 (2.58)</td>
<td>12.58 (8.87)</td>
<td>6.37 (5.24)</td>
<td>3.84 (4.29)</td>
<td>2.37 (2.52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation**

We conducted two initial user studies of the Unakite system in order to answer the following questions:

- Can developers collect and organize information using Unakite?
- How does Unakite compare to currently available tools like Google Docs?
- Do Unakite tables offer value over just reading through web pages when trying to understand the design rationale?
- How can the design of Unakite be improved?

Both studies are approved by our institution’s IRB office.

**Study 1 - Authoring Unakite Tables**

We carried out a study to evaluate developers’ ability to use Unakite to collect and organize information about trade-offs.

**Procedure**

We recruited 20 participants (15 male, 5 female) aged 23-37 ($\mu = 26.75$, $\sigma = 3.49$) from a local research participation pool. The participants were required to be 18 or older, to be fluent in English, and to have been experienced in programming. Participants had on average 8.8 years of programming experience, with the longest being around 15 years. 13 participants had professional programming experience, with the rest having experience in college.

In this study, participants were first presented with two tasks each: (A) how to invoke a function in JavaScript and (B) how to create or update a resource using REST APIs. For each task, they started from scratch without using any information snippets from previous tasks. The study was a between-subjects design, where participants were randomly assigned to either the Unakite or the control condition. In the Unakite condition, participants were given a static web page adapted from a real Stack Overflow page discussing the task topic in each task. Participants were asked to use Unakite to collect and organize information from that single page into a comparison table, and were instructed to inform the researcher when they thought they had finished the task or felt like they could make no further progress. In the control condition, participants were asked to do the same but to build comparison tables using Google Docs instead. We deemed Google Docs as a proper baseline since: 1) it was reported in the formative study as a common tool people use to take notes while making decisions; 2) all participants in this user study were already proficient in using it; 3) compared to other solutions like spreadsheets, it can be easily used to capture richer contexts such as formatted text (example code), images (screenshots of execution results), and links (URLs of documentation and tutorial pages).

To examine how Unakite performs compared to the control condition, we opted to compare the overhead cost of using both tools to collect and organize information. For the Unakite condition, the overhead cost is defined as the portion of the time participants spent on directly using Unakite features (selecting, snapshotting, dragging snippets into the comparison table, etc.) out of the total time they used for a task, since the rest of the time was spent reading and understanding the Stack Overflow page. Similarly, for the control condition, the overhead cost was calculated as the percent of time participants spent on copy-and-pasting content, making screenshots, and staying on the Google Docs browser tab to organize the table.

We conducted a mixed-effect linear regression with overhead cost as the outcome, condition, task, and their interaction as fixed effects. Since participants may have different abilities in performing the tasks, we included a random intercept for each participant. Results show that the overhead cost when using Unakite is significantly lower (coefficient $= -0.22$, $t(18) = -4.81$, $p = 0.0001$) than the control condition, while task (coefficient $= -0.05$, $t(18) = -1.40$, $p = 0.177$) and the interaction term (coefficient $= 0.04$, $t(18) = 0.71$, $p = 0.4861$) does not have an effect on the overhead cost. Across both tasks, the average overhead cost was reduced by 45% when using...
Unakite (Mean overhead cost = 25%, SD = 0.07) compared to using Google Docs (Mean = 44%, SD = 0.12). Thus, using Google Docs did add a lot of extra time, whereas using Unakite, even though unfamiliar, was quick and non-disruptive.

In the survey, participants reported (in 7-point Likert scales) that they thought the interactions with Unakite were understandable and clear (Mean = 6.20, Median = 6.00, 95% CIs = [5.84, 6.56]), they enjoyed Unakite’s features (Mean = 6.00, Median = 6.00, 95% CIs = [5.52, 6.48]), and would recommend Unakite to friends and colleagues doing programming work (Mean = 6.20, Median = 6.50, 95% CIs = [5.75, 6.65]).

Nine of the 20 participants requested that we send them the URL of their third task that they created using Unakite for reference and five of them asked us to help them install Unakite on their computer for personal use and future updates, highlighting both the utility of the system as well as the realism of the tasks they chose. Figure 5 shows P13’s table capturing the trade-offs in choosing JavaScript front-end frameworks.

Another highlight in the study is that P3, P10, and P18 decided to either commit or switch to the option they identified as the best option after using Unakite to build comparison tables on the topic of their choosing. For example, P3 researched on hybrid AR development frameworks that can take advantage of both ARCore [5] on Android and ARKit [6] on iOS, and found ViroReact [12] to be the best choice. A quick follow-up interview a week later revealed that he had already begun using that framework, and it did satisfy all of his needs so far.

Study 2 - Understanding Unakite Tables

We carried out a second study to evaluate whether developers could understand the trade-offs encapsulated in comparison tables and snippets previously built by others using Unakite.

Procedure

We recruited 16 participants (9 male, 7 female) aged 21-32 (µ = 25.3, σ = 3.19) from the same local participation pool as in Study 1 (but no-one participated in both studies). Participants had on average 7.8 years of programming experience, with the longest being 17 years. None of them were familiar with the topics involved in this study or Unakite. The study took about 40 minutes per participant, using the same setup as in Study 1. All participants were compensated $15.

Participants were given a 10-minute tutorial showcasing the various features of the Unakite web app. The study was a within-subjects design, where the participants were presented with two tasks of roughly equal difficulty and were asked to solve one of them with the help of Unakite and the other by reading through a set of web pages, in a counterbalanced order. For each task, participants were given some code written by the researcher to solve a problem, some necessary background information about the problem, and a list of options that were available to solve it. They were then asked to explain why the decision was made to choose the particular option used in the code and the associated trade-offs. In the experimental condition, participants were provided with a previously-built structure (including the comparison table and the snippet repository) through the Unakite web app, while in the control condition, participants were instructed to only read through the set of web pages that the structure in the experimental condition was built from. Specifically, the two tasks were to explain the decision and the trade-offs of:

- Choosing numpy array with Python 3.5+ instead of numpy matrix or numpy array with Python 2.7 to perform some matrix calculations like multiplication, inversion, element-wise multiplication, etc.
- Choosing numpy array instead of Python list or Python array to hold data involved in large-scale numerical manipulations such as regression analysis.

To ensure realism, both tasks were based on actual questions asked and answered on Stack Overflow that are heatedly discussed and well-maintained by real developers.

Results

Two researchers each listed all possible explanations to the two tasks independently. After resolving conflicts, we produced a list of possible explanations for each task as the gold standard. To quantitatively evaluate participants’ performance, we measured the time it took for them to offer three legitimate explanations - those within the gold standard list - in each condition, which all participants were able to accomplish.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to examine the within-subject effects of condition (Unakite vs. Control) and task (A vs. B) on task completion time. There was a statistically significant effect of condition (F(1,26) = 25.59, p < .001) such that participants completed tasks significantly faster (almost 3 times faster) with Unakite (Mean = 114.63s, SD = 38.91s) than in the control condition (Mean = 332.56s, SD = 56.26s), as visualized in Figure 6. There was no significant effect of task (F(1,26) = 0.01, p = 0.94), indicating the two tasks were indeed of roughly equal difficulty.

Evaluation Discussion

Usability and Usefulness of Unakite’s features

The snippet collection features, including both the selecting and the snatchup features, were considered highly useful, with 15 participants citing them as one of their favorite features. Participants said they were “the perfect combination of copy-pasting and taking screenshots” (P15) with the additional benefits of “retaining the original styling [of the collected content], especially when there’s code” (P9), “keeping track of the [source] URL” (P7), and “saving [users] some typing”
(P5). The drag-and-drop interactions were also popular, receiving 13 mentions in participants’ “top three” lists, primarily due to its ease of use (P18: “it is natural, like picking things up and dropping them in buckets”). Participants also appreciated that the design of the Unakite UI is clean and easy to learn (12/20), and the overall experience was satisfying (10/20). The sharing via URL feature also received nine mentions, with participants laying out potential usage scenarios like “putting it in code comments or [their lab’s] internal documentations” (P11), “using it for presentations in code reviews” (P8), “attaching it in emails that explain my code” (P5), etc.

Compared with using Google Docs, P15 praised the value of Unakite’s snippet repository functioning as an information buffer: “It’s like a note-taking space. I can just easily grab as much info that’s related to my topic as I want, and they don’t have to directly fit into the table, but can be something interesting to use later on; whereas in Google Docs, the cost of buffering these interesting snippets somewhere is pretty high.”

Participants have mixed opinions on how summarization works in Unakite. Most of them (16/20) agreed that summarizing snippets into positive, negative, or informational icons alleviates their burden of having to manually look at the content of each snippet every time, and makes the comparison tables much more skimmable, e.g., “visual interpretation of thumbs ups and downs provides a quick summary” (P18). However, P17 also pointed out that “value comparisons between criteria (columns) are difficult,” suggesting some notion of weight should be applied differently to the columns when construing the table. P3 indicated that the meaning for the thumbs-up/down icons is open for interpretation in a sense that “having more thumbs-ups does not necessarily mean [that an option] is better [in terms of a criterion], it could simply mean that the author found more positive evidence, unless she specifies that [more means better] in the first place.” Based on these valuable insights, we believe that there are new interface design opportunities for us to explore in Unakite so that the value of the comparison tables could be further improved.

Usage Patterns

Similar to what Morris et al. found [49], there was an unbalanced use of the positive and negative ratings in the study: positives (228 in total) are more heavily used than negatives (117 in total). A possible explanation for this asymmetry is that people in general lean towards finding and keeping track of evidence of what “works” rather than what “doesn’t work”.

Participants exhibited two major usage patterns when interacting with Unakite: (1) collecting-oriented: alternating between long collecting stages (in which they keep collecting content into the snippet repository) and short organizing stages (in which they focus on putting the collected snippets into the comparison table); or (2) organizing-oriented: all snippets going directly into the comparison table immediately after they are collected. We are delighted that interactions in Unakite are flexible enough to support both usage patterns equally well.

The studies showed some evidence that Unakite might also be used for other tasks like comparison shopping for electronics or makeup, even though they are not the focus of Unakite.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Through designing and evaluating Unakite, we gained deeper insights into people’s frustrations and needs towards making sense of programming trade-offs on the web. This could pave a path for future work.

Seven of the participants (Study 1 & 2 combined) who were involved in decision making processes in the industry suggested that Unakite has the potential to become a collaborative platform for developers to cooperate on decision making processes. This is in line with our vision to add support in Unakite for both asynchronous and synchronous collaborations in the future. Presently, Unakite focuses on recording a static snapshot of a single developer’s decision making trails that is read-only to other developers. In future iterations, we would like to work on mechanisms that enable later developers to “own” or “contribute” to the structures so that they stay relevant and informative throughout the course of a software engineering project. For example, inspired by Git and other local version control tools such as Variolite [35], we can explore the opportunity of introducing lightweight versioning into Unakite, possibly integrated with code versions, thereby realizing asynchronous collaborations. Suggested by collaborative systems like SearchTogether [49] and CoSense [53], additional “awareness” and “division of labor” features can be implemented to transform Unakite into a synchronous collaboration platform.

To support cases in which the needs for collecting and organizing information are not discovered until partway through an investigation process, we will also explore automatically summarizing exploration paths in the background so that developers can retroactively organize their work with reduced overhead.

We also plan to investigate the use of Unakite as a pedagogical tool. Many areas of computer science (e.g., data structures, systems) require students to consider different options in terms of trade-offs, rather than determining a single correct answer. Anecdotally, many students find this difficult. The exercise of creating a comparison table to explicitly compare multiple options for a task (e.g., using a stack or a queue to build an undo function) would force students to explicitly determine the criteria necessary for the task, gather evidence to support ratings, and make an educated decision based on these ratings.

Several participants mentioned in the interviews that Unakite’s is “useful in terms of helping [them] form mental models” (P4) while searching, especially when there are a lot of equally plausible choices involved. However, P15 also pointed out that the table structure is “a double-edged sword” in a sense that it promotes structured thinking but also “forces [users] to follow a fixed pattern.” In light of these mixed opinions, we would like to leverage the Unakite platform to conduct a long-term field study with two specific goals in mind: (1) exploring the possibility of making the current version of Unakite an intervention mechanism to promote a structured way of approaching decisions about trade-offs and help developers form the habit of staying organized; and (2) exploring different schema of knowledge representation other than tables such as decision trees that could also support developers’ decision making about trade-offs and beyond.
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